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Abstract 

Background: Cognitive-communication disorders resulting from traumatic brain 

injury may cause speakers to produce excessive verbal output, i.e., to be verbose. 

There is little evidence on the specific behaviours through which speakers achieve 

verbosity in conversation. Specifying verbosity-related behaviours can provide an 

improved basis for diagnosis, treatment, and measuring change in communication 

over the course of recovery.  

Aims: This study explores whether people with verbosity caused by traumatic brain 

injury adopt behaviours that violate the normative organisation of turn-taking in 

conversation.  

Methods & Procedures: Using conversation analysis, this study examines 1 hour and 

40 minutes of conversations involving two participants with cognitive 

communication disorders characterised by verbosity following severe traumatic 

brain injury.  

Outcomes & Results: Overlapping talk, self-initiated self-repair, parenthetical 

inserts, and practices for turn continuation are identified as candidate signs of 

verbosity.  There is also evidence that verbose speakers employ practices to manage 

topical discontinuity caused by verbosity. 

Conclusions: Verbose behaviour involves a complex interplay between cognitive 

impairment, communicative activity, and the communicative environment. Clinical 

measures for verbosity should be developed with reference to empirical findings 

about typical conversation. 

 

Keywords: Traumatic brain injury; cognitive-communication disorder; 
conversation; assessment 
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Introduction 

Impairments to cognition caused by traumatic brain injury (TBI) have complex 

consequences for communication. Many people who suffer a TBI will develop a 

cognitive-communication disorder (Togher, Wiseman-Hakes, et al., 2014). 

Cognitive-communication disorder is an omnibus diagnostic classification, 

encompassing people experiencing a broad range of changes to brain structure, 

function, and cognition following TBI, causing a heterogeneous set of communicative 

signs and symptoms. Cognitive-communication disorders are most salient in 

spontaneous communication activities, which require dynamic use of cognitive and 

linguistic resources to participate in them effectively (Togher, McDonald, Coelho, & 

Byom, 2014). As a consequence, the signs and symptoms of cognitive-

communication disorders can present variably across different communicative 

situations (and moments). This complex, multidirectional intersection between 

underlying impairments to attention, memory, and executive functioning (inter 

alia), their behavioural manifestations, and communicative contexts poses 

distinctive challenges for valid and reliable measurement of communication 

behaviours. More fundamentally, too, the complexity of communication behaviours 

makes cognitive-communication disorders challenging to conceptualise (MacDonald, 

2017), and is suggestive of a condition that may be best understood as distributed 

and emergent (Duff, Mutlu, Byom, & Turkstra, 2012; Perkins, 2005). 

One presentation of cognitive-communication disorder caused by TBI 

involves excessive, inefficient, and possibly irrelevant verbal output, i.e., verbosity.1 

Although, like many signs and symptoms of cognitive-communication disorders, 

verbosity has often been reported anecdotally, there are a number of studies that 

 
1 Verbosity is not uniquely associated with cognitive-communication disorders caused by TBI. For 
instance, some people with fluent aphasia (e.g., see Ferguson, 1998) and healthy elderly people (e.g., 
see Arbuckle, Pushkar, Bourgeois, and Bonneville, 2004) have been described as verbose. 
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provide empirical evidence of verbose conduct by people with cognitive-

communication disorders. Friedland and Miller (1998) report extended turns 

produced by a participant with TBI when conversing with a researcher, and Body and 

Parker (2005) also demonstrate verbose communication in the context of topic 

perseveration. Other studies have reported quantitative findings that are indicative 

of excessive verbal output, including people with TBI producing an increased 

number of conversational turns relative to controls (Coelho et al., 1993), offering 

more information than implicated by the preceding turn (Coelho, Youse, & Le, 

2002), and the presence of “excessive discourse production” (in contrast to 

“impoverished discourse styles”) in larger discourse datasets (Sim et al., 2013, p. 

732).  Despite these findings, there is little evidence on the behaviours through which 

speakers achieve verbosity, nor how a communication partner (or observer) may 

come to determine that a person with cognitive-communication disorder is being 

verbose (Sim et al., 2013). Practically, this information is important for developing 

consensus on what constitutes verbosity in cognitive-communication disorders with 

a view to effective research, clinical assessment, and clinical intervention. Currently, 

the clinical measures that exist for verbosity are checklists and Likert-type scales, 

which mostly serve to indicate its presence or absence (see Table 1). This means that, 

although clinicians (and other communication partners) can likely sense that a client 

is being verbose, the behaviours through which this verbosity is generated may 

remain undifferentiated or intuitively formulated. In addition, because 

communication is always a collaborative process (cf. Barnes & Bloch, 2019; Doedens 

and Meteyard, 2020; Duff et al., 2012), the contribution of communication partners 

to maintaining or inhibiting periods of verbosity is also unclear. Exploring and 

specifying verbosity-related behaviours can therefore provide an improved basis for 

diagnostic judgements, more targeted treatment of this feature of cognitive-
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communication disorders, and measuring change over the course of recovery. In 

addition, a finer understanding of the behaviours generating verbosity is likely to 

support basic research on its underlying cognitive mechanisms, which are currently 

not well understood.  

 

((insert Table 1 around here)) 

 

One feature of face-to-face conversation that has prima facie relevance for 

verbosity is turn-taking. Turn-taking is the mechanism through which people 

distribute opportunities to participate in conversation through speaking, and it is a 

foundational feature of human communication (and some non-human 

communication; see Levinson, 2016). Sacks et al. (1978) developed an empirically-

driven system of turn-taking for everyday conversation in English. Subsequent cross-

linguistic study of turn-taking indicates that the systemic principles identified by 

Sacks et al. (1978) for everyday conversation in English are, in at least some respects, 

universally applicable (Stivers et al., 2009). The Sacks et al. (1978) turn-taking 

system includes two components: a turn-constructional component and a turn-

allocational component. The turn-constructional component of the system sets out 

the ways that people design their speaking turns—forming them into “turn 

constructional units” (TCUs)—and signal points of possible turn completion—

generating “transition relevance places” (TRPs). The turn-allocational component 

concerns how people negotiate speakership before, at, and after TRPs, with a view to 

moments when it may be relevant for someone other than the current speaker to take 

the floor.  

Administration of this system has a number of consequences for the 

behavioural manifestation of turn-taking in everyday conversation. For example, it is 
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biased towards minimization of turn length, recurrence of speaker change, and 

avoidance of overlap. Failing to conform with these patterns is noticeable, and 

participants in the conversation will seek out ways to redress them. In some cases, 

the departure from conversational turn-taking patterns may be because an 

institutional communicative activity (e.g., an interview, a religious ceremony, a 

debate) calls for a different kind of turn-taking organisation (e.g., longer turns from 

one party, simultaneous speaking). However, there are also a variety of organised 

departures from typical turn-taking patterns in everyday conversation. Telling a 

story, for example, requires one party to produce a turn that is composed of multiple 

TCUs (i.e., a “multi-unit” turn) (see, e.g., Selting, 2000). In order to maintain the 

floor for the required period of time, the speaker must negotiate the right to do so, 

and may use a “story preface” to signal an incipient story to their recipients (e.g., “did 

I tell you about what happened?”; see Goodwin, 1996, and Body and Parker, 2005, 

on TBI). Turn recipients may also use overlapping talk strategically to indicate 

shared knowledge about the matter being addressed through the speaker’s turn (e.g., 

Vatanen, 2018), or to compete for the right to hold the floor at and around a TRP 

(e.g., Schegloff, 2000). In summary, these departures from typical turn-taking 

patterns are an organised feature of conversation, with transparent communicative 

functions, but they are employed with reference to typical turn-taking expectations.  

Superficially, at least, it would seem that people who are verbose following 

TBI may risk violating the normative expectations for speaking encoded in the turn-

taking system; specifically, its systemic bias towards short turns and recurrence of 

speaker transfer. Indeed, there is some evidence that people with cognitive-

communication disorders may experience difficulties with turn-taking in 

conversation, including those who are not verbose. For instance, in an offline 

judgement task, Murphy, Huang, Montgomery, and Turkstra (2015) found 
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qualitative differences between participants with TBI and controls in when they 

indicated it would be appropriate to take the floor and begin a turn (see also 

Turkstra, Brehm, and Montgomery, 2006). The turn-taking system set out by Sacks 

et al. (1978)—and subsequently explored and supported across a methodologically 

diverse range of studies (e.g., Levinson, 2016)—provides a conceptually and 

empirically sound starting point for exploring how (and whether) verbosity causes 

departures from typical turn-taking organisation in conversations involving people 

with traumatic brain injury.  

 

The present study 

Verbosity is a known consequence of cognitive-communication disorders caused by 

TBI, but the behaviours through which verbosity manifests are not well understood, 

undermining its clinical measurement. The present study employs findings about the 

Sacks et al. (1978) turn-taking system to explore the effects of verbosity on 

conversations between people with TBI, speech pathologists, and familiar 

communication partners. It addresses the following, exploratory research question: 

do people with verbosity caused by TBI adopt behaviours that violate the normative 

organisation of turn-taking in conversation? 
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Method 

Design 

This study employed descriptive, qualitative, conversation-analytic methods. The 

study was conducted in accordance with the protocol approved by Northern Sydney 

Local Health District (approval reference: 5201400899).  All participant names 

reported are pseudonyms. 

 

Participants 

Two people with cognitive-communication disorders caused by TBI (“Annie” and 

“Gemma”), two familiar communication partners (“Caroline” and “Sato”), and two 

speech pathologists (“Nicole” and “Stephanie”) were recruited to participate in the 

present study. Participants with cognitive-communication disorders were recruited 

via a brain injury unit rehabilitation service in metropolitan Sydney, Australia. They 

were considered for recruitment if they were between 18 and 65 years of age, had 

experienced a traumatic brain injury, were at least three months post-injury, spoke 

English as their primary language, and had a documented diagnosis of cognitive-

communication disorder characterised by verbosity. People who met these criteria 

but were not considered for recruitment included people who were in post-traumatic 

amnesia, had aphasia or severe dysarthria, had inadequate (or uncorrected) hearing 

and vision, and/or a history of previous neurological injury, cognitive impairment, or 

severe mental illness. Potential participants with cognitive-communication disorders 

were identified during their usual care via the brain injury unit rehabilitation service, 

but recruitment was undertaken by clinicians not involved in their usual care. 

Familiar communication partner participants and speech pathologist participants 

were recruited in a cascading fashion following the recruitment of participants with 

cognitive-communication disorders.  
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Case descriptions for participants with cognitive-communication disorders 

Annie was a 61-year-old self-identified female who reported being a right 

handed, monolingual English speaker with 17 years of education. Prior to her brain 

injury, Annie was employed as a journalist. She sustained a TBI as a result of a 

cycling accident versus a car. Her documented GCS at the scene was 3 and her 

duration of PTA was 38 days, indicating a severe TBI (Kosch, Browne, King, 

Fitzgerald, & Cameron, 2010). CT scans revealed a subarachnoid haemorrhage 

(SAH) overlying both cerebral hemispheres (greater on the left) and bilateral 

intraventricular extension of haemorrhage within the lateral ventricles. At the time of 

participation in the study, Annie was slightly more than two years post-injury. 

Clinical neuropsychological assessment conducted one and a half years post-injury 

revealed largely preserved verbal/visual attention skills and working memory. 

Cognitive processing speed was mildly to moderately reduced. Learning and recall of 

well organised verbal information remained strong, and learning and recall of poorly 

organised unstructured verbal material was within normal limits. Learning and recall 

of visual information was within superior ranges. Higher-level executive cognitive 

skills in abstract reasoning and general organisation were normal, though she 

demonstrated difficulties in speed of divided attention and higher-level complex 

planning.  

Annie’s cognitive-communication testing results are summarised in Table 2. 

Her conversational discourse was characterised by verbosity, with over-inclusion of 

information, disorganisation, reduced turn-taking, frequent false starts and 

revisions, and some word finding difficulties. Annie demonstrated good 

metacognitive knowledge of her cognitive-communication disorder (Toglia & Kirk, 
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2000), reporting more frequent communication problems than her familiar 

communication partner, Caroline, perceived her to have (Douglas et. al., 2000).  

Gemma was a 55-year-old self-identified female who reported being a right 

handed, bilingual English and Japanese speaker with 12 years of education. Prior to 

her brain injury, Gemma was employed in market research. She sustained a TBI as a 

result of a fall. Her documented GCS at the scene was 13 and her duration of PTA was 

39 days, indicating an extremely severe TBI (Kosch et al., 2010). CT scans revealed 

bilateral subdural haematomas, a small volume of left sided subarachnoid blood, and 

a left temporal lobe contusion, left temporal pole intraparenchymal haemorrhage.  At 

the time of participation in the study, Gemma was approximately one and a half 

years post-injury. Clinical neuropsychological assessment conducted two months 

post-injury revealed auditory attention, psychomotor speed, working memory, visuo-

constructional skills and visual memory remained within expected limits. 

Performance across facets of higher-level executive functions, including visual 

deductive reasoning, complex planning, inhibitory control and divided attention 

remained preserved. However, Gemma demonstrated weakness in ability to learn 

and retain verbal material. She also demonstrated mild inflexibility in thinking on a 

novel problem-solving task and tended to have difficulty monitoring feedback and 

adapting to changing task requirements.  

Gemma’s cognitive-communication testing results are summarised in Table 2. 

Her conversational discourse was characterised by verbosity, with over-inclusion of 

information, tangentiality, poor referential language use, reduced coherence and 

word-finding difficulties. Gemma underestimated the number of post-injury 

communication changes compared with the reports of her familiar communication 

partner, Sato, which is suggestive of reduced metacognitive knowledge of her 

cognitive-communication disorder (Douglas et. al., 2000).    
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Procedures and data collection 

For participants with cognitive-communication disorders, information about the 

nature of participants’ brain injury, recovery, and neuropsychological profiles, were 

gathered from their medical records. Demographic information was also gathered via 

medical record review, and through interview. The Measure of Cognitive-Linguistic 

Abilities (MCLA) (Ellmo et al., 1995) was conducted. Participants with cognitive-

communication disorders and familiar communication partner participants both 

completed the Latrobe Communication Questionnaire (LCQ) (i.e., Self and Other 

forms) (Douglas et al., 2000). Together, this information provided a profile of their 

cognitive-communication disorders (as outlined above). A number of 

communication samples were then collected, including: i) monologic narrative and 

procedural discourse samples from participants with TBI, as per the protocols of the 

MCLA; ii) a conversation sample involving participants with TBI and a speech 

pathologist participant; and, iii) a conversation sample involving participants with 

TBI and their respective familiar communication partner participant. No specific 

constraints were placed on either of the conversation samples. The focus of the 

present study is on the conversation samples. The conversation samples were 

documented using a number of recording devices, including a Panasonic AG-UX90 

4K Camcorder, a GoPro HERO5, and a Zoom H6 Handy 6-Track Recorder 

(wirelessly connected via a Sennheiser EK100 G3-B to Sennheiser MK2-4 lapel 

microphones). This provided multiple camera angles and audio tracks for the 

conversation samples. These data were then processed using Adobe Premiere Pro 

and the PluralEyes software. This yielded a corpus of recordings of 1 hour and 40 

minutes for analysis, with Annie’s recordings approximately 1 hour and eight 

minutes in duration and Gemma’s recordings 32 minutes in duration.  
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Data analysis 

Conversation samples were presented for transcription via the ELAN linguistic 

annotation software (e.g., Lausberg & Sloetjes, 2009), and transcribed using 

conversation analytic transcription conventions (see, e.g., Hepburn and Bolden, 

2017). Data transcription was undertaken by the first, third, and fifth authors, and a 

trained research assistant. Conversation samples and transcripts were then 

repeatedly viewed by all authors, and candidate phenomena related to verbosity were 

identified; namely, overlapping talk and multi-unit turns. Instances of these 

phenomena were then qualitatively analysed using established conversation-analytic 

methods, with particular reference to turn-taking and sequence organizations. The 

core characteristics of this analytic approach are its focus on tracking the ways that 

parties to the interaction are making sense of one another’s conduct in real time, and 

seeking explanations for communicative behaviour that are grounded in the dynamic 

management of interaction (see Barnes et al., 2019). In this report, we will focus on 

instances in the samples where it appears that participants with cognitive-

communication disorders are engaging in verbose conduct. It should be noted, 

however, that as part of this analytic process, it was evident that participants with 

cognitive-communication disorders were able to successfully manage core aspects of 

turn-taking, as per the Sacks et al. (1978) system. However, with a view to critically 

exploring verbosity as a communicative feature (and potential ways to measure it), 

we will limit our focus in this report to qualitative analyses of moments in which 

signs of verbosity appear to be meaningfully present. 
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Results 

In the sections that follow, candidate evidence of verbosity in Annie and Gemma’s 

conversations is presented. For Annie, we will explore instances of overlapping talk 

(Extract 1 and 2) and TCUs within a multi-unit turn (Extract 3). For Gemma, we will 

explore the development and boundaries of multi-unit turns (Extracts 4 and 5).   

 

Analysis 1: Annie  

Extracts 1, 2 and 3 capture Annie speaking with her friend, Caroline, at Annie’s 

home. In Extract 1 and 2, we will explore problematic patterns that arise as a 

consequence of Annie and Caroline producing overlapping talk. In Extract 3, Annie 

produces a multi-unit turn, and we will examine problems that arise as she develops 

TCUs over its course. 

As Extract 1 begins, Annie and Caroline are discussing the mess after a party 

(which Caroline described as a state in line 1) and how Annie’s husband (Martin) 

assisted with clearing it up. Much earlier in the conversation, they were also 

discussing plans for Martin’s sixtieth birthday celebrations (see Extract 3). They find 

themselves in overlap at lines 9 and 10, lines 11 and 12, and lines 13 and 14, and this 

overlap extends for a significant period of time.   

 

((insert Extract 1 around here)) 

 

Extract 1 begins with Annie making a strong assessment of her husband (i.e., 

Martin’s a hero), but downgrades it with the tag I reckon. This action sets up an 

environment in which Caroline should either agree or disagree with Annie’s 

assessment (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). In response, Caroline produces an oh-

prefaced turn, thereby asserting a strong right to independently assess the topic 
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(Heritage, 2002), i.e., in this case, Martin. We see this develop further as she 

produces an extended account regarding why she has the “authority” (Heritage & 

Raymond, 2005) to assess Annie’s husband, and make a fuss of his birthday, 

culminating in the assertion that she has known him for forty three years. At line 8, 

Caroline has produced a potentially complete TCU with the words being sixty. 

However, she quickly takes an in-breath, adds the conjunction because, and 

commences another TCU with I’ve known him. It is at this point that Annie begins 

her own TCU (i.e., being an old fellow), which is seemingly in response to the 

previously complete TCU by Caroline (i.e., being sixty), and offers a different, more 

evaluative stance towards his age. There is then complex persistence in overlap and 

competition for speakership (cf. Schegloff, 2000). Annie produces the possible 

beginning of another TCU, i.e., your-. She recycles her talk (i.e., your- y’know 

YOU’RE, YOU’RE), increases her pitch and loudness, and then produces a 

grammatically complete stretch of talk, i.e., you’re just showing off. She then adds 

another grammatically linked phrase, i.e., cos you’re here, only to abandon it and 

yield to Caroline. For her part, Caroline halts the progression of her TCU at line 9, 

recycles her turn beginning (see Schegloff, 1987), returning to because, and then 

simply continues to produce grammatically progressive turn elements, before 

gaining primary speakership.  

 The period of persistent overlap presented in Extract 1 is set in motion by 

Annie’s choice to begin speaking outside of a TRP at line 10, and is perpetuated by 

her continued attempts to wrest the floor. This is in spite of Caroline’s entitlement to 

complete the TCU she initiated with because I’ve known. Nonetheless, this is clearly 

a competitive environment (both in terms of rights to this knowledge and 

speakership), and it is Caroline’s conduct in combination with Annie’s that actually 

generates the period of persistent overlap. That is, the emphatic stances and 
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epistemic competition between Annie and Caroline strongly contribute to, and 

encourage, their persistent overlap (see Vatanen, 2018). However, the fact that 

Caroline maintains her focus on developing the same TCU provides evidence that she 

is treating Annie’s contribution as violative, and impinging on her entitlement to 

bring this TCU to (possible) completion.  

 As Extract 2 begins, Caroline has begun to tell Annie a story about a recent 

dinner party she attended at her friend’s house. As we shall see, the story concerns 

the difficulties that the host (Bethany) encountered with catering for varied dietary 

requirements among her guests. In this extract there are three occasions of overlap 

in focus, with Annie interposing in Caroline’s developing story.   

 

((insert Extract 2 around here)) 

  

At line 1, Caroline reports that one dinner guest indicated to the host that she 

was pescatarian. Annie experiences difficulty with this word, and other-initiates 

repair at line 4. After the trouble is resolved, Caroline attempts to resume her story at 

lines 11-12, and the first instance of overlap occurs. Caroline projects the beginning of 

a TCU with an uhm, an in-breath, and and so. However, Annie overlaps with the first 

word of the TCU (i.e., Bethany) by saying my god, which is in response to Caroline’s 

delivery of the pescatarian detail. Seemingly orienting to Annie’s response as a bid 

for the floor, Caroline quickens the pace of her talk as the overlap begins. Despite 

this, Annie takes the floor to produce an assessment (i.e., isn’t that funny), 

generating the second instance of overlap. Unlike in Extract 1, Caroline orients to the 

problematicity of their overlap by abandoning her TCU and yielding to Annie. By 

contrast, Annie overtly competes for the floor, producing a loud, high-pitched turn 

beginning, and smoothly commences a TCU. Annie then begins to tell Caroline about 
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another party (i.e., Martha), and her recent choice to start eating fish. Although 

topically cognate, this information is not obviously related to Caroline’s story, and 

Caroline, ultimately, receipts it with a minimal yeah at line 25. Annie and Caroline 

overlap for a third time at lines 27-28, with Annie repeating her prior words (i.e., 

she’s become pescatarian), which were the ostensible link between Caroline’s story 

and her own claim about Martha. Caroline’s overlap correctly anticipates the 

direction of Annie’s turn, and she attempts once again to recommence her story, 

quickening the pace of her talk and saying but anyway. Annie and Caroline again 

compete for the floor at lines 30-31, both producing full TCUs in overlap, with Annie 

increasing her volume, and Caroline maintaining her fast pace. After an extended 

period of overlap, Caroline abandons her next TCU and yields speakership to Annie, 

who produces (what would turn out to be) the final word of her TCU (i.e., bases) in 

the clear. As previously, Caroline receipts Annie’s talk with a minimal yeah at 32, and 

then recommences to TCU she began in overlap, thereby recommencing her telling, 

which soon reaches its punchline at 34-35. 

The targeted overlap in Extract 2 arises at moments when Caroline has a 

strong claim to the floor, both by virtue of the talk she has produced and the ongoing 

status of her story. That is, not only does Annie’s talk incur into Caroline’s incipient 

TCUs, she also prevents the development of Caroline’s story. The ill-fittedness of 

Annie’s interventions is demonstrated via Caroline’s minimal receipts of Annie’s talk 

and Caroline’s quickened pace at lines 12 and 28/30, each of which extricate Caroline 

from the constraints of Annie’s misplaced contributions. 

Extract 3 is drawn from the beginning of the conversation recorded between 

Annie and Caroline and, as noted above, concerns the topic of Martin’s birthday. 

Although Caroline initiates the topic of discussion, it is oriented towards Annie’s 

circumstances and plans. As a consequence, Caroline contributes less to the topic, 
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producing a number of minimal response tokens (e.g. mm hm and yeah), which 

leaves the floor open for Annie to produce a series of multi-unit turns. We will focus 

on the sections of Extract 3 between lines 3 and 18 and between lines 35 and 39, 

which capture periods of speakership where Annie is inefficiently developing her 

turns, which are substantially affected by self-initiated self-repair (see Schegloff, 

2013, on self-initiated self-repair within TCUs). 

  

((insert Extract 3 around here)) 

 

Caroline frames her topic initiation as an agenda item at line 1, which does 

not place strong constraints on Annie’s response to it. Over lines 3-5, Annie attempts 

to respond to Caroline’s topic initiation, and encounters difficulty. That is, she 

initially receipts the turn with oh yeah and okay, and then produces two TCU 

beginnings (i.e., so what we and I c[a]n-), both of which are ultimately abandoned. 

Annie then mentions her diary, which Caroline suggests that they could do after at 

line 7. At 9-11, Annie continues with the topic and produces a TCU that aligns with 

Caroline’s topic initiation; namely, she reports on plans relevant for Martin’s 

birthday, albeit with a haltingly developed TCU. Caroline responds at line 11 with a 

series of continuers (i.e., mm hm) (Gardner, 2001), each marking an incipient (or 

realised) point of possible completion for Annie’s TCU. Annie holds the floor and 

continues developing her turn, noting that Joe is attending the Friday night snags 

thing (i.e., a barbeque on Friday night). At 16-17, she produces a number of TCUs, 

with multiple attempts at settling on a grammatical shape for them, e.g., and on is 

repaired to I’ve got to; so I is repaired to it’s just. The final TCU in this period of talk 
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references a restaurant that Annie is apparently planning to book, but it results in 

Caroline other-initiating repair.2  

Between lines 34 and 40, Annie develops a series of TCUs, each of which are 

marked with self-initiated self-repair. She begins with the assertion so let’s make a 

fuss of him, and then continues her turn with a series of attempted TCU beginnings, 

including if we, Stan’s, it’s just, before settling on I’ll see (if you guys can come). She 

then transitions to another TCU (cause it’s y’know silly), which she quickly follows 

with another series of TCU beginnings (i.e., he’s, cause, and unbeknownst), the final 

of which she retains and uses to develop her turn. Between 34 and 38, Caroline is 

silently gazing at Annie, but this final TCU elicits response tokens from her at 40. 

Between 42 and 51, Annie lists further people who have been approached about the 

celebration (and their responses and reactions), and she closes her turn at 51/53 with 

but yeah anyway yeah. Caroline takes this opportunity to contribute a substantial 

turn of her own at 54, effectively accepting Annie’s (somewhat indirect) invitation at 

line 37 (i.e., I’ll see if you guys can come) and closing Annie’s extended period of 

speakership.  

In Extract 3, Annie holds the floor for an extended period of time, developing 

a complex multi-unit turn. This is appropriate given that Caroline has nominated an 

Annie-oriented topic, are thereby actively sought an extended account of Annie’s 

plans. However, Annie’s development of TCUs is recurrently characterised by same-

TCU and same-turn self-initiated self-repair, with possible beginnings of TCUs 

abandoned and reshaped. As a consequence, there are periods where Annie is 

 
2 Caroline’s choice of wh-word in her other-initiation of repair is somewhat unusual in that Annie is 
referring to a place, making where a more fitted choice than who. This may reflect the fact that the 
place has a personal name (i.e., Jasper) or it may be the case that she is targeting the person reference 
the four of us/we (however, this analysis is not supported by the fact that Caroline offers the place 
name as a candidate understanding in her second other-initiation of repair at line 23). It is also 
possible that Caroline’s who is designed to be a playful joke, exploiting the fact that it is both a place 
and personal name, which Annie does not take up, and Caroline then abandons with her second other-
initiation.   
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(appropriately) holding the floor, but her TCUs (and, therefore, her turns) are not 

smoothly and efficiently developing. It is also interesting to note that, during these 

periods, Caroline refrains from vocal responses, with her response tokens instead 

employed at moments when Annie’s TCUs are displaying a more transparent 

trajectory for development.  

 

Analysis 2: Gemma 

Extracts 4 and 5 document Gemma speaking with a speech pathologist, Nicole, at 

Gemma’s home. In both extracts, we will examine some practices that Gemma 

employs to expands TCUs and develop turns; namely, parenthetical (and other) 

inserts in her TCUs (e.g., Mazeland, 2007) and the use of uhm at boundaries within 

and around her turns (cf. Schegloff, 2010). We will also examine how she employs 

generalised assertions and the TCU beginning it’s like to deal with the consequences 

of topically disparate talk.  

 Prior to Extract 4, Gemma and Nicole have been discussing the troublesome 

birth of Gemma’s daughter (Alisha, who is now a teenager), and a period after her 

birth when Gemma would travel to the hospital each day to care for her. The hospital 

was somewhat distant from Gemma’s home but, at lines 1-2, she is indicating that 

driving to it first thing in the morning is fine. The targeted linguistic practices in the 

transcript are indicated with bold text (i.e., parenthetical inserts and targeted uhms), 

while the generalised assertion is marked with an arrow at line 32. 

 

((insert Extract 4 around here)) 

 

Nicole’s question about whether Gemma remembers this time in her life vividly is 

answered affirmatively by Gemma. She then continues to hold the floor, adding what 
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will turn out to be a further detail about the circumstances around her daughter’s 

birth, i.e., that her sister and her daughter (Gemma’s niece) came to stay with them 

at the time she brought Alisha home from the hospital. However, before this detail is 

fully realised, Gemma inserts a relative clause and an independent clause into her 

unfolding TCU, i.e., who … acts on my behalf these days, I think that’s just her job in 

our family. The parenthetical insert, although it is grammatically and topically 

bound to the emerging TCU and turn, does not contribute to the telling Gemma is 

developing, addressing a matter in the here-and-now, rather than in the setting of 

her telling. Interestingly, before Gemma resumes talk aligned with the telling-space, 

she utters a stretched uhm. With this token, Gemma projects further talk in the turn, 

and effectively bridges these two components.  

 Between lines 15 and 21, Gemma and Nicole collaborate to bring the telling to 

possible closure, each producing assessments and receipting tokens. Gemma 

expands her talk at line 21 into another substantial turn, projecting a further detail 

about her daughter. However, instead of delivering this new detail, she halts the 

developing TCU to clarify the reference (i.e., Sienna and her daughter means my 

niece), to which she adds a relative clause (i.e., who’s in nursing). As above, each of 

these turn components is followed by a stretched uhm, the second of which proceeds 

the telling detail initially projected.3 At line 32, Gemma produces yet another uhm, 

but it is following a possibly complete TCU at lines 29-30, and in the midst of a 

response token from Nicole. As this moment, with Gemma having (possibly) 

completed a TCU, speakership transition is relevant, and Nicole has already taken 

the floor, albeit with a response token in o(a)h. Gemma’s uhm at line 32 therefore 

functions as a practice for self-selection of speakership (Sacks et al., 1978), and 

 
3 Whether this is the fact that they attended her wedding, or the fact that her niece has herself now 
had a baby, is not quite clear. 
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projects further turn elements to come without strongly constraining what they 

might be (i.e., it is a pre-TCU object, see Schegloff, 1996). We shall see further 

examples of this kind of uhm in Extract 5.  

Following this, however, Gemma does not add further components to her 

telling. Instead, she utters a prosodically-marked yeah and produces a weak and 

generalised assertion it’s ongoing. Just what is ongoing, how, and why it is so does 

not receive elaboration from Gemma, and Nicole responds with a minimal receipting 

token (i.e., yeah) before initiating a new course of action. 

In summary, in Extract 4, Gemma uses stretched uhms to regulate the 

internal organisation of her turns, linking together components that serve different 

functions. In some of these cases (e.g., lines 7-9; line 24), the components inserted 

into her turn do not strongly contribute to its previously projected direction. That is, 

the fact that Gemma’s sister acts on her behalf these days or that Sienna is in 

nursing do not contribute to the emerging direction of each turn-so-far. In addition 

to being tangential, these turn inserts extend Gemma’s speakership, resulting in her 

holding the floor for a longer period. Against this backdrop, Gemma’s generalised 

assertion can be seen as useful way of extricating her from the constraints of 

disparate foregoing talk (cf. Drew and Holt, 1998), which has covered a telling about 

her daughter’s birth, her sister’s current role in her family, and her niece’s wedding, 

occupation, and moving plans.  

As Extract 5 begins, Gemma is telling Nicole about not remembering how to 

use a coffee machine she encountered and, as a consequence, she ended up using it 

incorrectly. Between lines 1 and 3, Gemma then reports resolving to look it up online, 

and concludes by asserting that there’s always a way to find out something … I 

might’ve forgotten. As in Extract 4, the target linguistic practices are bolded in the 

transcript, and generalised assertions are indicated using an arrow. 
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((insert Extract 5 around here)) 

 

Gemma’s closing of the prior telling at 1-3 provides a generalised upshot of 

her difficulties with the coffee machine. As she brings her turn to possible completion 

at line 3, she also generates a sequential juncture, where both speakership and the 

course of action itself may transition (cf. Drew & Holt, 1998; Schegloff, 2007).  Nicole 

responds with two falling yeah tokens, which are interceded by a stretched, pre-TCU 

uhm from Gemma. She continues to develop her turn using and at line 8, and then 

commences a TCU with I think, providing a description of something being not 

uncommon.4 She then self-selects once more, asserting it’s like living overseas an[d] 

not driving, which initiates a telling about her experiences attempting to drive when 

visiting Australia after having not been driving while residing overseas. This 

culminates in a generalised assertion at 22/24, that’s how I see everything really, 

which receives a receipting mmkay response from Nicole. 

   Gemma employs two TCUs commencing with it’s like in quick succession 

between 26 and 30, the second of which is prefaced with a pre-TCU uhm. Gemma’s 

first assertion—it’s like … using something that’s gunna help me remember a 

name—immediately follows the generalised assertion at 22/24, although its precise 

likeness to this prior talk is not obvious. However, Nicole does not initiate repair, and 

instead offers a falling-intoned mm in response. Gemma then produces a related it’s 

like turn, referring to Jenny at the hospital and the fact that she had a friend called 

Jennifer. This does not receive a vocal response from Nicole, and Gemma self-selects 

 
4 Arguably, Gemma is referring to looking things up online, or finding a way to recall something she’s 
forgotten. However, the subsequent telling does not concern looking things up online, and there 
always being a way to find things out is not consistent with it being not uncommon. So, this 
generalised assertion, too, seems to be dealing with the exit from or transition between topically-
diverse talk. 
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to claim, again, that there is always a way to give [her] a memory. This solicits a 

stronger agreeing response from Nicole, but she quickly adds a (declarative) question 

that is suggestive of problems with Gemma’s reference at line 30. Gemma confirms 

that it is in fact Jenny the social worker who she was referring to, and Nicole 

positively assesses her at 43. 

Gemma commences three TCUs with it’s like in Extract 5,5 with, in particular, 

the first two instances offering insight into how she used this practice to deal with the 

introduction of topically disparate talk. With it’s like, Gemma prospectively indicated 

a relationship between the talk to follow and some aspect of prior talk. In each case, 

the talk introduced a new matter for discussion that, retrospectively, had little 

ostensible continuity with her immediately prior talk. But, by claiming a link, she was 

able to give the appearance of a relationship, and create space for development of the 

new matter on this basis. In Extract 5, we can see how Gemma employs it’s like, uhm 

prefacing, and generalised assertions to manage the trajectory of her speakership, 

with both it's like and the generalised assertions dealing with the possibility of 

topical discontinuity, while uhm prefacing provided a claim to speakership at a 

moment when Nicole may have taken a substantial turn, but it did not strongly 

constrain the grammatical or topical shape of the turn component to follow.   

 
5 There is another it’s like TCU beginning at line 13. However, this one is much more limited in scope, 
and perhaps indicative of reported speech. As such, it does not constitute an example of the practices 
in focus for Extract 5. 
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Discussion 

Summary of findings 

Annie and Gemma engaged in a variety of behaviours that were suggestive of verbose 

participation in conversation. Annie’s conduct resulted in persistent overlap that 

disrupted the progression of conversational activities, and periods of her multi-unit 

turns were marked by recurrent self-initiated self-repair. Put more technically, she 

violated normative turn-taking expectations for one-speaker-at-a-time and for TCUs 

to progress smoothly (see Schegloff, 2013; see also Barnes and Possemato, 2020, on 

this issue in aphasia). By contrast, Gemma’s conduct was less obviously violative of 

turn-taking expectations. Instead, she utilised a typical practice in uhm prefacing of 

TCUs to recurrently self-select, and bridge potential gaps between turn components. 

She also inserted parentheticals into her developing TCUs, but they were often not 

closely aligned with the projected direction of her turns (i.e., they were extraneous to 

the turn and/or action). The other behaviours explored in Gemma’s conversations 

(i.e., it’s like and generalised assertions) dealt with the consequences of her 

verbosity; in particular, commencing and closing periods of topically disparate talk. 

These findings suggest that overlapping talk, iterative self-initiated self-repair, 

parenthetical inserts, and practices for continuing turns (i.e., like uhm prefacing) are 

behaviours through which people with cognitive-communication disorders can 

present as verbose in conversation. They also suggest that practices employed to 

manage topical coherence can reflect the consequences of being verbose in 

conversation. 

 

((insert Table 3 around here)) 
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Conceptualising and measuring verbosity in conversation 

 The findings of the present study point towards a number of challenges for 

understanding and measuring signs and symptoms of cognitive-communication 

disorders in conversation. The communication behaviours that were identified in 

Annie and Gemma’s conversations are not straightforwardly and intrinsically 

attributable to cognitive impairment. Instead, an analysis of them as manifestations 

of cognitive-communication disorder requires a frame of reference that synthesises 

the underlying cognitive impairment, the behaviour itself, and the conversational 

moment in which it is realised (cf. Duff et al., 2012; Perkins, 2005). The latter, it 

seems, is particularly important for characterising behaviours as indicative of 

cognitive-communication disorder. For instance, it is not just that Annie was 

overlapping Caroline; it was that it occurred amidst Caroline’s incomplete story. As 

well, it was not just that Gemma produced a series of parentheticals in her turn in 

Extract 4; it was that these parentheticals interrupted and undermined the action she 

was developing with her turn. Therefore, an analysis of communication behaviours 

as being “verbose” (i.e., as a sign of cognitive-communication disorder) must be 

carefully grounded in the interactional moments in which they are employed. These 

findings also suggest that verbosity is not reducible to turn-taking, with aspects of 

sequencing (i.e., the ordering of turns and actions; see Schegloff, 2007) and action 

formation (i.e., the public, observable reasons motivating communicative 

behaviours; see Enfield and Sidnell, 2017) relevant for grasping how the behaviour 

violates normative conversational expectations, and its consequences for 

communication.  

Such a perspective on verbosity implicates communication partners in the 

generation of its signs and symptoms.  This is not to say that communication 
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partners are, somehow, straightforwardly responsible for communicative behaviours 

indicative of cognitive-communication disorder. Instead, it reflects the fact that 

communication is a fundamentally collaborative activity (cf. Barnes & Bloch, 2019; 

Doedens and Meteyard, 2020; Duff et al., 2012), and the more subtle fact that each 

conversational moment brings with it layered normative expectations for 

interactants’ conduct. So, through interacting with a person with cognitive-

communication disorder, a conversation partner participates in creating the medium 

in which signs of cognitive-communication disorder will become evident (or not), in 

addition to contributing to the successfulness of their communication (cf. Togher, 

Hand, & Code, 1997). However, this does not mean that conversation partners are 

compelled to highlight such behaviour on the part of the person with cognitive-

communication disorder. Returning to the present data, it is interesting that, with 

the exception of Caroline’s competition for speakership in Extract 1, conversation 

partners gave few explicit signals of problems with Annie and Gemma’s conduct. 

This may mean that (some) communication behaviours that violate normative 

expectations for conversation, and are understood to be attributable to cognitive 

dysfunction, may be likely to receive weak and inexplicit responses from 

conversation partners (see Extracts 2-5; see also Barnes, Beeke, and Bloch, 2020, on 

right hemisphere stroke). It is also important to note that the verbose behaviours we 

have focused on were interspersed amongst successful participation in conversation.  

The present findings may have implications for understanding the role of self-

awareness in cognitive-communication disorders after TBI. Annie, for instance, 

displayed good metacognitive knowledge of her communication disorder on the LCQ, 

relative to both the reports of her communication partner and in comparison to 

uninjured controls. Despite this, Annie’s online self-monitoring and self-regulation 

in conversation was variable, and seemingly faltered during some periods of 
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overlapping talk. On the other hand, despite her poorer self-awareness, Gemma 

employed strategies to deal with the consequences of verbosity, suggesting some (at 

least, tacit) recognition of the communicative need to implement such practices. 

These findings provide further support for the notion that self-awareness is not ‘all or 

none’, but a complex interaction between metacognitive knowledge and online 

awareness (including self-monitoring and self-regulation) and the communicative 

context (Toglia & Kirk, 2000). 

A variety of strategies have been employed to measure social communication 

following traumatic brain injury, including observational scales, discourse sampling 

and analysis, testing procedures, self- and other-report measures, and structured 

elicitation tasks (see Steel and Togher, 2019, for an overview; see also Frith, Togher, 

Ferguson, Levack and Docking, 2014, on clinical practice). The findings of the 

present study indicate that verbose behaviours for some speakers can be a low 

frequency but high salience occurrence, and that conversation partners may not 

clearly indicate verbose behaviours (or may not consistently attend to them). These 

two characteristics have the potential to undermine direct, frequency-based 

quantification of verbosity signs via observation (at this stage of knowledge, at least). 

In addition, and as we have noted so far, the kinds of behaviours we have 

documented may be used to accomplish specific communicative outcomes by typical 

speakers in certain communicative environments. So, regardless of the method one 

might employ (e.g., observational rating, testing, structured elicitation), it is clear 

that communication behaviours must be interpreted and documented with reference 

to the normative organisation of conversation. Put another way, a sound measure of 

verbosity for future clinical assessment should be grounded in empirical findings 

about typical communication, and ensure that (potentially) verbose behaviour is 

always contextualised in a communicative moment. In addition, given that 
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conversation partners may not explicitly topicalise verbose behaviours, it may also be 

advisable for a clinical measure to include components that address multiple 

constructs and phenomena, e.g., both observational and report measures.  

 

Limitations and future directions 

The present findings are limited to the two people with cognitive-communication 

disorders who participated in the study, and a small corpus of their interactions. It 

may turn out that the signs of verbosity (and behaviours compensating for verbosity) 

observed are also relevant for others’ interactions, but this must be demonstrated via 

future research. We are also unable to explore the relationship between 

neuropsychological profiles, signs of impairment, and the normative organisation of 

conversation. It is possible that some communicative environments may be tilted 

towards generating verbose conduct, and that some people with cognitive-

communication disorders may be especially susceptible to engaging in verbose 

conduct. This intersection between neuropsychological profiles, signs of impairment, 

and the characteristics of communicative moments warrants more systematic 

exploration (see, e.g., Frankel, Penn, and Ormond-Brown, 2007, on aphasia, 

executive functioning, and conversation). Finally, it would also be valuable to 

examine how clinicians’ professional judgements about verbosity align with (or 

depart from) the findings generated using conversation-analytic techniques. At this 

stage of knowledge, clinician expertise is likely to be valuable for the development 

and administration of novel verbosity measures. As such, finding sources of 

agreement between interactional analysis and clinician judgement might offer an 

efficient path to valid and reliable measures of verbosity in conversation. 
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Table 1. Clinical procedures commonly used to measure verbosity in cognitive-communication disorder 
Measure  Verbosity-specific item(s) Measurement procedures  Psychometric properties  
The Measure of 
Cognitive-Linguistic 
Abilities (Elmo et al., 
1995) 
 

Discourse Rating Scale: ‘Elaboration’.  Examiner rates based on ‘overall performance during all testing 
sessions’. Five-point scale: examiner records percentage of time 
(from 0-25% to 85-100%) the subject ‘adequately’ or 
‘appropriately’ performs each discourse ‘skill’ during picture 
description, procedural and self-generated narratives.  
 

Norm-referenced, strong inter-rater reliability of Discourse 
Rating Scale (r= .90). 

La Trobe 
Communication 
Questionnaire - Self 
and Close Other forms 
(Douglas, O’Flaherty, 
and Snow, 2000) 

Item 25: ‘Carry on talking about things for 
too long in your conversation’.  
 
Items groups into 4 factors, including 
initiation/conversational flow.  
 

Consists of two forms: self-report form and nominated close 
other form. Person with TBI completes LCQ in an interview 
format with the examiner. Close others may complete it in either 
an interview or a written questionnaire form. Frequency of 
communication behaviours rated on four-point Likert scale: 1) 
never or rarely, 2) sometimes, 3) often, 4) usually or always. 
Total score ranges from 30 to 120, with higher scores consistent 
with a perception of frequent communication difficulties.  
 

Normative data available for uninjured student population 
(Douglas et. al., 2000) and healthy controls (Douglas et. al., 
2010). Test-retest reliability adequate for normative primary 
subject (r= .76) and poor for close other (r= .48).  

Modified Kagan Scales 
- Measure of 
Participation in 
Conversation (Togher 
et. al., 2010)  
 

Included in the ‘Transaction’ scale. However, 
this scale is not specifically rating verbosity, 
but a range of verbal/vocal and nonverbal 
behaviours.  
 

Examiner rates a videotaped unstructured, or purposeful, 
conversational sample. Transaction scale is rated from 0 (no 
participation) to 2 (adequate participation) to 4 (full 
participation in conversation).  

MPC had strong inter-rater reliability (ICC = .81-.92).  

Pragmatic Protocol 
(Prutting and 
Kirchner, 1987)  
 

Item 15: ‘Quantity/conciseness’ 
 
 

Examiner completes after observing individuals engaged in 
spontaneous and unstructured 15-minute conversation with a 
communicative partner. Behavioural items rated as 
‘inappropriate’, ‘appropriate’, ‘not observed’.  
 

Interobserver reliability was 100% for appropriate and 
inappropriate categories for uninjured adults. Reliability 
ranged from 90.9% to 100% for ratings of appropriate (mean 
95.6%) or inappropriate (mean 93.1%) for left and right 
hemisphere damaged adults.   
 

Profile of Functional 
Impairment in 
Communication 
(Linscott et. al., 1996) 
 

Item 1.05: Describes simple things with many 
words’; Item 2.10: ‘Contributed equally to the 
conversation’; Item 2.11: ‘Is dominating’; 
Item 3.02: ‘Provides excessive detail’; Item 
5.01: ‘Over-uses elaboration’; Item 7.02: ‘uses 
lucid, clear, or succinct expression’. 
  

Examiner rates ‘videotaped dyadic social interactions’. 
Frequency of 84 behaviours rated on 5- point scale from not-
applicable, not at all, to always or nearly always. Ten summary 
scales: logical content, general participation, quantity, quality, 
internal relation, external relation, clarity of expression, social 
style, subject matter, and aesthetics is rated on a six-point scale 
ranging from zero (normal) to five (very severely impaired).  
 

Inter-rater reliability ranges from 0.86 to 0.94 (Linscott et al. 
1996).  

Montreal Protocol of 
the Evaluation of 
Communication 
(Joanette et. al., 2015)  

Conversational Discourse rating scale 
 
Item 7: ‘Talks too Much’ 

Rated at the end of a ten-minute conversation. Examiner rates 
item as: 2 (absent behaviour); 1 (rare or little prominent 
behaviour); 0 (frequent or very prominent behaviour); n/o (non-
observed behaviour).   

Moderate to weak inter-rater agreement of conversational 
discourse ratings (r= 0.37).  
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Table 2.  Participant profiles  
 
 Annie Gemma 

 
MCLA components Subtest score Descriptora Subtest score Descriptor 
 
RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE  
Paragraph comprehension  
Story recall 
Verbal abstract reasoning  
 
EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE  
Discourse rating scale  
Word fluency (FAS) 
Controlled fluency  
Divergent naming  
Visual confrontation naming  
 
PRAGMATIC FUNCTIONING  
Pragmatic rating scale  
 
 
 

 
 

30 (M=29; SD=1.6) 
33 (M=25; SD=5.7) 
8 (M=7.2; SD=1.5) 

 
 

37 (M=45; SD=0.4) 
40 (M=52; SD=13) 
17 (M=28; SD=5.2) 
14 (M=9.4; SD=1.9) 
46 (M=46; SD=1.8) 

 
 

61 (M=65; SD=0.3) 

 
 

Average 
Superior 
Average 

 
 

Severe impairment 
Low average 

Moderate impairment 
Superior 
Average 

 
 

Severe impairment 

 
 

26 (M=25; SD=1.7) 
27 (M=23; SD=5.9) 
2 (M=6.1; SD=1.6) 

 
 

34 (M=44; SD=1.4) 
71 (M=39; SD=13) 
18 (M=15; SD=5.1) 
19 (M=10; SD=2.5) 
38 (M=46; SD=2) 

 
 

55 (M=65; SD=0.3) 

 
 

Average 
Low average 

Severe impairment 
 
 

Severe impairment 
Superior 
Average 
Superior 

Severe impairment 
 
 

Severe impairment 

LCQ total scores Score Interpretation Score Interpretation 

Self 72  
(M=52.4; SD=9.62) 

Annie perceives more 
frequent 

communication 
problems than 

uninjured controls.b 

 

45  
(M=52.4; SD=9.62) 

 

Gemma perceives less 
frequent 

communication 
problems than 

uninjured controls. 

Other 34  
(M=47.2; SD=9.93) 

Annie perceives more 
frequent 

communication 
problems than her 

communication 
partner. 

48  
(M=47.2; SD=9.93) 

Gemma perceives less 
frequent 

communication 
problems than her 

communication 
partner. 

     
Notes:  aThe MCLA does not include performance descriptors as part of its interpretation. Using the raw scores, means, and standard deviations provided in the MCLA 
manual, we generated Z-scores, T-scores, and percentile ranks, and aligning performance descriptors. This was undertaken to provide a summary characterisation of 
participants’ strengths and weaknesses as indicated via the MCLA. 
bIn the normative sample for the LCQ, uninjured young adults perceived themselves to have more frequent communication problems than their close others perceived them to 
have (Douglas, 2000). The reverse pattern is seen in adults with TBI, suggestive of impaired self-awareness in this cohort (Douglas, Bracy & Snow, 2007). 
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Table 3. Summary of candidate verbose behaviours in conversation 
 
Candidate verbose behaviour 

 
Description 

 
Relevant features of interaction 

Overlapping talk Periods of simultaneous talking. Can be problematic 
when it occurs at a moment when someone has the 
right to be talking alone.  
 

Action formation; 
Turn-taking organisation;  
Sequence organisation 

Self-initiated self-repair  
 

When the speaker stops during (or after) their turn to 
fix a problem with what they have said so far; may be 
problematic when iterative. 
 

Turn construction;  
Repair organisation 

Parenthetical inserts Pausing a turn to insert a different, perhaps unrelated 
remark before resuming the paused turn. 
 

Action formation; 
Turn construction 

Turn continuation Practices used by a speaker to maintain speakership, 
and show that they are planning to continue speaking.  

Turn construction;  
Turn-taking organisation; 
Sequence organisation 
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Extract 1  

 1 C oh: go:d (a state) 

 2  (0.2) 

 3 C ↓(n)oh: go:d.↓=hhh .h[h 

 4 A                      [uhm:=m↑artins-:s: (0.9) a hero. i reckon,=    

 5 C =↑oh i kno:w;=i agree¿ 

 6 A H(H)H >he he< [hh 

 7 C               [>(a)t’s why: i want t’ make a ↑fuss of ‘im;=f’r  

 8  being ↑↑sixty:;<=.HH because i’ve  

-> 9  known [him f’r-    ] 

-> 10 A       [being an old] fellow,=(your-[↑e-)=y’know YOU’RE- [YOU’RE]= 

-> 11 C                                    [because i will ‘v   [known ]= 

-> 12 A =[J’ST showi]ng off,=[cos (you’r:-)] 

-> 13 C =[him,      ]        [F’R        f:]orty three: ↑year:s; 

 14  (3.7) 

 15 A ↑you: (weren’t-) (0.3) was he seventee:n_ 

 16  (0.2) 

 17 C >w’ll e’< was seventeen or eighteen,=forty two or forty three¿ 

 18 A oh right.=[okay, 

 19 C           [yeah. 
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Extract 2  

 1 C >anyway< .hh so (.) maisy had informed >bethany that  

 2  she was< pescatari:an, 

 3  (0.7) 

 4 A ºwhat(’s) ‘at mean.º 

 5 C it mea[ns   f]ish. 

 6 A       [FISH, ] 

 7  (0.4) 

 8 A oh you only ↓eat fish.= 

 9 C =fish ‘nd vegetables. [yeah.    ] 

 10 A                       [↓aw right]=ºyea[h.º 

 11 C                                       [.hh uhm .hh (0.3) 

-> 12  ↑an:d so[=>bethany [bethany] was having a crisis<= 

-> 13 A         [↑my       [go:d.  ] 

-> 14 C =beca[use [ºif she-º        ] 

-> 15 A      [.hh [↑↑WELL (isn’ ‘at)] funny cause- .hh (0.2) she’s  

 16  become pesca↓tarian, 

 17 C yeah:; 

 18 A y’know martha f’r: (0.5) thirty or forty years has been 

 19  ve:go¿ 

 20 C (e-)=yeah, 

 21  (0.3) 

 22 A and she’s just recently started eating fish; 

 23 C right:; 

 24 A º*e:-ya::y*º [H(H)H:] .HH ↑↑oh my god:↑↑= 

 25 C              [yeah. ] 

 26 A =(and e-) so:- so she be↑come º(f-)º  

-> 27  [pescetarian,              ]      

-> 28 C [(e- she’s) become- >(the-)] [b’t any]way= 

 29 A                              [.hh    ]  

-> 30 C =so betha[ny had a crisis [cos she was<-]    

-> 31 A          [B’T FR’M        [different    ] bases. 

 32 C yeah:. .hh she was:=going: y’know (0.3) i- i dunno how 

 33  t’ cook fish, so i can’t [cook [fish.=en i’ve got ONE FRIEND]= 

 34 A                          [.hh= [↑↑OA::h:.                   ] 

 35 C =.hhh who eats no protein,=and one friend who won’t eat anything  

 36  but and >what am i(HH):< wha(H)t am i going t’ d(h)o huh  
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Extract 3  

 1 C well (0.6) first agenda item¿ .mtk martin’s birthday. 

 2  (0.2) 

-> 3 A oh: yeah .hh okay; .hh so what we (0.2) i (c’n)- 

-> 4  ºawh:º (0.3) ºokay.º .hh ºi should get my diary.º=.hh  

-> 5  ↑uhm (0.2) º.mtkhhhhº  

 6  (0.7) 

 7 C º↓we c’n do it after.º  

 8  (0.3) 

-> 9 A no no:- (0.7) on: (0.7) the thirty firs:t(h): º.hhº 

-> 10  stan ha- is doing a y'know s- (e-) friday 

 11  night [snags thing? [at his] place? [   .hh]h uhm;= 

 12 C       [mm hm,       [mm hm,]        [mm hm,] 

 13 A =(0.8) so:: (0.4) y'know (0.3) he’s gunna do that¿=º.hhº 

 14  uhm: (0.7) .mthh and joe's >coming up< for tha:? [.hhh  ]= 

 15 C                                                  [mm hm,] 

-> 16 A =an:d on: (0.9) i've got t- book the other one.=>so i- 

-> 17  it's jus-<as you say, j’st the four of us.=y'know 

-> 18  [jus-  ] en we're gonna go to jaspers at ↓shoulder bay.= 

 19 C [mm hm,] 

 20 A =º.h[h .h]hº= 

 21 C     [who,] 

 22 A =[.KKHHH      ] 

 23 C  [>ja- jaspers] at should[er bay;<] 

 24 A                          [º.hhº   ] yeah.= 

 25 C =o[kay.] yeah=yeah.= 

 26 A   [.hh ] 

 27 A =eh-yeah at uhm: (0.2) on: (0.7) i wanna see if i 

 28  can get a: booking on the saturday:. [after his]= 

 29 C                                      [mm hm,   ] 

 30 A =>birthday,<=cause ‘is birthday's on tuesday this year. 

 31 C yes [i know. [yeah   [yeah. ] 

 32 A     [.hh     [º↓yeah [yeah.º] 

 33  (0.5) 

 34 A .hh so: *(m:yea-)* (0.4) so let's make a fuss of him:; 

-> 35  ºe- if (we)- enº so sta:n's? .hh::: uhm:: (0.7) 

-> 36  >y'know it's jus- < (0.7) well i'll- *(e-)* (0.3) 

-> 37  º*i'll*º see=if you guys c’n come.=cause it's y'know:  

-> 38  >silly=he's- e- cause=(e- wa-)< unbeknownst t’ mar:tin  

-> 39  st[an   ] has invited, (0.4) the fam:ily¿ .h[hh    ] 

 40 C   [yeah.]                                   [mm hm,] 

 41  (0.3)                           

 42 A so i think (m-) tom has said yes, .hhhhh .mtk 

 43  an:d uhm:: (1.5) i'd- aw mel i- (e-) mel n’ leanne 

 44  i think have something else on, .h[h 

 45 C                                   [mm, 

 46  (0.5) 

 47 A an:d (0.5) e- *lu:cy* (0.6) sort'ev (.) answered 

 48  stan an' said ↑(yeah)º is martin sixty?↑ .HH 

 49  ºhuh [huhº .hh       (en so-)] so i guess (*e:* )=  

 50 C      [HAH HAH HAH huh huh huh] 

 51 A =*↓they're so in:* b’t º*yeah (any[way)*º]= 

 52 C                                   [yeah. ] 

 53 A =º↓yeah.º 

 54 C well we'd >like t’ come t’ that.< 

 55 A great ↓oka[y. 

 56 C           [yeah. ↑cause i wanna º*e:*º y'know 

 57  i wa[nna acknowledge it     some]how, 

  A     [↑↑yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah?] 
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Extract 4  

 1 G an:d y’know, ‘f it’s >first thing in the< morning:, 

 2  (0.3) ºthat’s fin:[e.º 

 3 N                   [º(>yeah it w’s fine<)º=dy’ remember 

 4  those days quite vivid[ly? 

 5 G                       [↑yeah:, i do:; [that w’s] (0.5)= 

 6 N                                       [ºyeah;º ] 

 7 G =*i* do,=an then my s↑iste:r .hh who uhm (0.5) acts on 

 8  my behalf these days, i think that’s j’st her job in 

 9  our family¿ .hh[h  uh:]m:- (0.2) she came over with= 

 10 N                [ye:ah,] 

 11 G =↑her daughter, (0.6) uh: t’ stay: an that’s- (.) j’st  

 12  when we bought (0.3) alisha home:. 

 13  (0.7) 

 14 N [ohkay.     ] 

 15 G [s’ that w’s] good:, yeah; 

 16  (.) 

 17 N ye[ah:. 

 18 G   [↑yeah; 

 19  (0.5) 

 20 N [wo::w.] 

 21 G [so:   ] (0.5) ↑ye(h)ah;=↓an now: he:r daughter, .hh 

 22  ↓sienna=th’ts my sister’s- th’ts my niece, .h[h uh:]m:= 

 23 N                                              [yeah,] 

 24 G =(0.3) who’s in nursing¿ .hh [   uh:m]: (0.4) we went= 

 25 N                              [ºokay,º] 

 26 G =down t’ her wedding last year,=>b’t sh’s j’st< had a 

 27  ba:by. 

 28  (0.8) 

 29 G an:d uh living up in queensland?=and now ºm-º they’re 

 30  going t’ move back t’ victoria¿ 

 31 N .TSK o:a[h::.] 

-> 32 G         [ uh:]m: (0.6) ↑yeah; so(h) HH .H it[’s ongo]i:ng= 

 33 N                                             [right:.] 

 34 G =yeah, 

 35 N yea::h. [.hh  ] ↑so- tell me what’re you doing these= 

 36 G         [yeah,] 

 37 N =days; 

 38 G .MTKHH uah:m w’ll these days,=i’ve j’st been given uhm 

 39  (0.8) ↓eh:: disability pension? 
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Extract 5  

 1 G b’t then: y’ know days later >i thought (oah)< j’st   

 2  look it up online:.=↑so there’s always a way: t’ find 

 3  out something th’t m- i might’ve f’rgotten. 

 4 N yeah::;=  

 5 G =uhm[: 

 6 N     [yeah:. 

 7  (0.2) 

-> 8 G .tkhh (0.4) andh (0.2) i think that’s: (.) <not that>  

-> 9  (0.4) uncommon? it’s like (.) living overseas an not  

 10  driving,=when i w’s when i w’s overseas, .h[h   ] i’d= 

 11 N                                            [mm:;] 

 12 G =come ba:ck¿ an then i’d probably go like- (0.5) bush 

 13  (0.5) bush an: (.) drive in the bush,=it’[s like] oka:y= 

 14 N                                          [ºyhhº ] 

 15 G =i remember everything again,=.hh an i’d be back t’ 

 16  driving:_ 

 17 N nn:;= 

 18 G =>b’t i didn’t wanna< start out on a city street,=when 

 19  i hadn’t been driving f’r a long ti↑me? 

 20 N ye[ah:. 

 21 G   [‘ts j’st a º*e-*º y’know (refresh y’-) (0.3) a fr- 

-> 22  refresher, .h[hh   ] so: (0.5) º.mtkº (0.4) that’s how= 

 23 N              [yeah;] 

-> 24 G =i see everything: really¿ 

 25  (0.4) 

 26 G ºe-º [it’s like] uhm (0.6) using something that’s gunna= 

 27 N      [ºmmkay,º ] 

 28 G =help me remember a name¿ 

 29 N mm:.= 

 30 G =uh:m=>it’s like< jenny at the hospital?=i j’st think 

 31  i had a friend jennifer,=cause she’s (rib-)=ºhhº=↓made 

 32  her name <shorter.> 

 33  (0.7) 

 34 G ↑there’s always something th’ts g’nna ºm-º give me a  

 35  memory:[; 

 36 N        [yeah:=that helps yea[h.=.HH] >an that’s< jenny= 

 37 G                             [yeah, ] 

 38 N =the social [  wor[ker? 

 39 G             [.tsk [that’s right.= 

 40 N =in the rehab team¿ 

 41  (0.3) 

 42 G ye:s[:. 

 43 N     [yeah.=she’s lovely.=[↑isn’t she,] 

 44 G                          [↑yea:h;    ] ↓yeah. º.mtkhhº 
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